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Abstract
Modern applications in computational science are increasingly focusing on understanding uncertainty
in models and parameters in simulations. In this paper, we describe visitation graphs, a novel
approximation technique for the well-established visualization of steady 2D vector field ensembles
using visitation maps. Our method allows the efficient and robust computation of arbitrary visitation
maps for vector field ensembles. A pre-processing step that can be parallelized to a high degree
eschews the needs to store every ensemble member and to re-calculate every time the start position
of the visitation map is changed. Tradeoffs between accuracy of generated visitation maps on one
side and pre-processing time and storage requirements on the other side can be made. Instead of
downsampling ensemble members to a storable size, coarse visitation graphs can be stored, giving
more accurate visitation maps while still reducing the amount of data. Thus accurate visitation
map creation is possible for ensembles where the traditional visitation map creation is prohibitive.
We describe our approach in detail and demonstrate its effectiveness and utility on examples from
Computational Fluid Dynamics.
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1 Introduction

The incorporation of uncertainties into computational models is a core challenge in computa-
tional science on which quick advances have been made in the recent past. Due to growing
computational ability, it has become straightforward to investigate the effects of model and
parameter uncertainty through ensemble simulation. Models are realized multiple times and
the ensemble of realizations is used as a basis for analysis. However, the amount of data
resulting from ensemble simulations with a high number of ensemble members can be very
large and of prohibitive size to be able to interactively (in terms of reaction times) visualize
and analyze it. An often-used enabling methodology in this context are in situ techniques
that derive visualization and analysis at data production time and store reduced-size artifacts
such as images, videos, or other reduced representations for further inspection.

In this setting we consider the use of visitation maps (Figure 1). These are used to elucidate
the transport behavior that is described by an ensemble of 2D vector fields. Such visitation
maps are easy to use from an analyst’s point of view They can be viewed as a generalization
of integral curve techniques that form the basis of flow visualization. Consequently, their
computation is in practice simple and, given an initial distribution, utilizes Monte Carlo
sampling of trajectories across a vector field ensemble. For large (or even medium sized)
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4:2 Visitation Graphs

Figure 1 Left: Streamlines of two ensemble members are shown in the background to give an
overall impression of the flow. Right: Glyphs calculated from the visitation graph surround the
visitation maps.

vector field ensembles, however, this straightforward approach becomes prohibitively costly
since running times are not adequate for interactive exploration of uncertain vector fields
and all ensemble members are required for sampling.

In this work, we propose visitation graphs as a novel intermediate representation of the flow
behavior in an ensemble of two-dimensional vector fields and show their usefulness in enabling
the interactive exploration of vector field ensembles. We illustrate that visitation maps for
arbitrary initial distributions can be derived quickly from the visitation graphs. Furthermore,
visitation graphs give a less lossy reduction method than downsampling. Thus, visitation
graphs offer the possibility to explore large ensembles interactively, with the flexibility to
trade off approximation quality for representation size. In particular, our contributions are:

After reviewing related work in Section 2, we define visitation graphs (Section 3.1) and
discuss how they can be constructed from vector field ensembles (Section 3.2).
We provide in Section 3.3 an algorithm to quickly approximate a visitation map for an
arbitrary initial distribution from a visitation graph and discuss the approximation of
visitation maps using shorter visitation maps.
Details on space requirements and data reduction are given in Section 3.4 and we invest-
igate interactive visualization modes on ensembles enabled by our approach (Section 3.5).
The behavior of our method under variation of different parameters is examined in
Section 4.
Using a representative set of application datasets, we empirically demonstrate the useful-
ness of our approach and evaluate its approximation, reduction and runtime properties in
Section 5.

Overall, we aim to demonstrate that visitation graphs can function ideally as artefacts of an
in situ approach for vector field ensembles that still permit nearly full flexibility during post
hoc exploration.

2 Background and Related Work

The present work is focused on the visualization of uncertain vector fields and vector field
ensembles, as well as in situ visualization techniques. In the following, we briefly review
relevant prior work and background material and discuss differences to our approach.

Visitation Maps. Visitation maps are an established and intuitive visualization to analyze
distributions of particle trajectories arising from vector field ensembles or vector valued
random fields.
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Previous authors have defined visitation maps in an ad hoc manner as the empirical
distribution within each cell in the domain obtained as the percentage of generated trajectories
of a given length and with a given start point passing through the cell [4, 22, 21]. However,
the resulting ad hoc calculation renders the use of visitation maps challenging due to
computational effort inherent in their numerical approximation. Given an initial condition
(i.e. starting location or initial distribution), the visitation map is typically estimated through
direct sampling. For a faithful approximation, a high number of samples is required. For
small datasets, parallel computation using for example GPUs can be leveraged to achieve
interactive re-computation upon modification of the initial condition. For example, Bürger et
al. demonstrated an interactive visualization of ensemble vector fields with visitation maps
using GPU-based Monte-Carlo particle tracing [4]. However, for larger datasets, trajectory
computation is a difficult problem and has to be handled through non-interactive out-of-core
techniques [29] or parallel algorithms [34]. In contrast, our approach performs the sampling
calculations in a pre-processing step that can be executed in situ, and stores the result as
a compact visitation graph from which visitation maps can be derived quickly in a later
state. Thus, we eschew the problem of ensembles being too large to handle interactively. In
addition, a tradeoff between pre-processing time, storage requirements, and visitation map
accuracy can be made.

A recent variation of visitation maps was proposed by Ferstl et al. as streamline variability
plots [12]. In contrast to visitation maps, variability plots are generated by projecting
confidence ellipses for obtained streamline clusters in PCA space to domain space. This
yields an envelope for most obtained streamlines, together with a calculated mean streamline.
For large datasets, the challenge to integrate large numbers of streamlines remains the same.

Representing Vector Fields as Graphs and Webs. Representing information on a given
vector field in a graph structure, as it is done in this work, was earlier considered in the
forms of Flow Graphs by Nouanesengsy et al.[29] and as Flow Webs by Xu et al. [42]. The
Flow Graph contains a node for each block in an underlying grid, and each two neighboring
blocks are connected via a weighted edge. The weight of the edge connecting two blocks is
determined as the probability that a seeded particle in one of the blocks is transported to
the other one by the flow. Afterwards, this flow graph can be used to estimate the workload
for each block in parallel streamline calculation.

While Flow Graphs are an efficient approach to estimate workload, they are not suitable
for visitation map approximation, as visitation maps calculated from such graphs suffer from
the lack of variety in possible directions in the graph. In a Flow Graph each cell is connected
only to its four direct neighbors, which results in an extremely coarse approximation of the
visitation map.

In Flow Webs, regular axis-aligned sub-regions of the given domain represent nodes in the
graph. By sampling streamlines backwards through the regions, links and weights between
different sub-regions are determined. While Xu et al. do not consider uncertainty, our
approach can be viewed as an adaptation of the Flow Web concept to ensembles to create
visitation maps, based on a generalization of the Flow Connection Matrix (adjacency matrix
of the Flow Web).

As opposed to the Flow Graphs by Nouanesengsy et al., Flow Graphs by Ma et al. [27]
are a tool for streamline and pathline exploration of 3D flow fields. Here, nodes in the graph
do not only represent spatial regions but also streamlines in the field. Edges between nodes
are assigned various interpretations depending on the kind of nodes they interconnect.

iPMVM 2020
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Adaptive transition graphs for vector fields have been employed by Szymczak to calculate
Morse connection graphs for piece wise constant vector fields on surfaces [38]. His method of
refining transition graphs in an adaptive manner according to strongly connected components
can be interpreted as perturbing the vector field near trivial Morse sets to remove recurrent
features in the resulting Morse connection graph.

Multiple approaches employing graphs to track and visualize states and state transitions
in time-varying vector fields have been proposed, for example by Gu and Wang [14] and by
Jänicke and Scheuermann [19]. A recent survey on the utilization of graphs in visualization
was given by Wang et al. in [39].

None of the aforementioned graph techniques are aimed at creating visitation maps and
providing sufficient information on an underlying ensemble or vector valued random field to
obtain adequate visitation map approximations.

Visualization of Uncertain Vector Fields. Uncertainty in vector fields has been recognized
as a pressing research problem in scientific visualization for several years and still is a
substantial challenge. Recent surveys can be found in [7] and [15]. Heine et al. discuss
topology based visualization methods that address uncertainty in [16].

Often, uncertainties arise from multiple results of experiments with varying input para-
meters collected in ensembles. Examples for uncertainty visualization based on ensembles
are: showing ensemble members vanishing over time [6], enabling the user to compare single
members to the whole ensemble using glyphs [35] and summarizing ensemble members while
highlighting outliers and median in Contour/Curve Box Plots [40, 28]. The topology of
ensembles in two and three dimensions was determined by Otto et al. in [31] and [30].
Hummel et al. gave a comparative visual analysis for ensembles of time-varying vector fields
using a Lagrangian framework [18]. A two dimensional comparative visual analysis was
presented by Jarema et al. in [20].

Uncertainty arising from interpolation and prediction of missing measurements was
treated using tubes of varying size [3], glyphs and parallel coordinates for MR spectroscopy
data [11, 10], flow radar glyphs for time dependent vector fields with uncertainty given
as an interval [17] and using colormapping and line glyphs for uncertain isosurfaces in
geosciences [43]. Uncertain predicted multivariate data was visualized by Berger et al. using
parallel coordinates and scatter plots [2]. Random fields were treated using fuzzy set theory,
volume rendering on trapezoidal possibility distribution [13] and by visualizing isosurfaces in
uncertain scalar fields [32, 33]. A FTLE like method was presented by Schneider et al. [36].

Random fields are a stochastic uncertainty model. Following the approach of in situ data
reduction by summarizing statistics of certain properties, random fields frequently arise in
in situ pre-processing. While in mathematics, the generalization of stochastic processes to
higher dimensions is called random field, different names have been used in the visualization
community up to now. Otto et al speak of uncertain vector fields [31], Ferstl et al. use the
term ensemble of vector fields [12], Sevilla-Lara et. al speak of distribution fields in computer
vision [37] and Love et al. use the more general term spatial multivalue data [26]. In [8],
Dutta et al speak of statistical information.

Our method is suited to the uncertainty visualization of both, vector field ensembles and
random fields.

Approximation of integral curves. Different approaches for the approximation of a longer
particle trajectory by a sequence of (certain) flow maps have been examined. Agranovsky et
al. give a two phase approach extracting a basis of known pathlines in situ and calculating
arbitrary integral curves post hoc from the extracted results [1]. Two similar phases are
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presented in this paper, carrying the idea to approximate longer curves using smaller ones
over to visitation maps. To our knowledge, the generalization to uncertainty and thus to
visitation maps in this paper is a new contribution.

In Situ Analysis and Visualization. In situ analysis, i.e. data analysis taking place at
creation time while the data is still in memory, is an attractive possibility to handle huge
datasets that are too large to store. In addition, slow data output is avoided and data can
be pre-processed at creation time. As computational power increases and thus simulations of
massive ensembles become common, the need for effective in situ processing is ever more
pressing.

In this context, in situ capabilities for leading visualization libraries and tools such as
Paraview [9] and VisIt [25, 41] were developed, allowing in-situ analysis and visualization of
simulations.

While in situ visualization provides crucial insights in the simulation behavior at runtime,
interactivity and thus exploration of the data is rarely possible. Pre-processing simulation
data in situ and benefiting from reduced data in flexible and scalable post hoc analysis is a
possibility to combine the advantages of in situ and post-processing. This new paradigm
is illustrated for example by Childs in [5]. Several approaches were already presented that
follow this paradigm. For example Lakshminarasimhan et al. proposed ISABELA for in situ
sorting and error bounded compression in [23].

A further approach to reduce data in situ is to summarize statistics of properties of
interest during the simulation. Afterwards suitable visualization approaches are used for
data exploration. This was done recently by Dutta et al. in [8]. A recent survey was given by
Li et al. in [24] grouping current research on in situ data reduction in a spectrum between
lossless and very lossy techniques.

Following the in situ, post-processing combination in [5], our approach processes steady
2D vector field ensembles in situ to construct a visitation graph. With an upper bound
for storage requirements that does not depend on the number of ensemble members, this
visitation graph is an ideal structure to summarize ensembles. Furthermore, the visitation
graph resolution can be chosen freely and does not have to mirror the resolution of ensemble
members. This provides a means for data reduction, tailored to the task of creating visitation
maps for interactive exploration of ensembles potentially too large to store (cf. Section 3.4
for additional discussion). Based on the visitation graph an interactive post hoc exploration
of the ensemble using visitation maps is possible once the simulation and pre-processing are
complete.

3 Method

In the following, we introduce the visitation graph as the core concept of our work and then
proceed to illustrate its use for visitation map computation and visualization.

3.1 Visitation Graphs
We consider two-dimensional vector field ensembles or random vector fields. These are
partitioned into cells of their domain of definition C = {c1, . . . , cM }. A visitation map V
represents for each cj the distribution of streamline samples of integration length T > 0 that
“hit” the cell cj , i.e.

V(cj) := P (S(X, T ) ∩ cj ̸= ∅), (1)

iPMVM 2020
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Figure 2 Visitation graph creation: Stream-
lines starting in cell ci that pass by cj are con-
sidered and all events are tracked with time point.
Table entries are colored according to the trig-
gering streamline.
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Figure 3 Values of the Flow Connection Mat-
rix and snapshot in the example in Figure 2
(omitting normalization). F C(t): number of
streamlines that passed by, S(t): number of
streamlines that are currently in the cell.

where S(X, T ) is the set of all points of the streamline sample, and its seed point X is a
random variable with a fixed initial distribution (in traditional visitation maps X is a uniform
distribution in a single cell). In practice, this probability is computed through Monte Carlo
sampling as an average over a set of streamline samples.

To speed up visitation map generation, we propose an approximation based on in situ
calculated visitation graphs.

We define the visitation graph as a directed graph G(V, E) whose nodes V are the cells
of the partition, i.e. V = C, and E contains an edge between ci and cj if and only if a
streamline sample of length T ′ starting in ci hits cj during integration. For each edge (ci, cj),
streamlines starting in cell ci are considered. Their (re-)entry and exit in cell cj are recorded.

Streamline samples are approximated as a polyline with k points, originating in every
cell ci. In practice, we (re-)use the computational grid of the ensemble as the partition C,
and approximate streamlines using a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme with fixed step size
(hence k steps of step size ∆t). Both of these aspects of the technique are easily modified.

Information is collected similar to the Flow Connection Matrix [42]. However, the
visitation graph keeps track of more information than just the number of passing streamlines,
namely the events and timepoints.

From the visitation graph, visitation maps can be assembled. We explicitly point out
that, to approximate a visitation map of length T , it is not required that k∆t := T ′ = T

holds; in practice, streamline samples can be much shorter than the desired visitation map
length, at the cost of accuracy. This allows to trade off accuracy and speed in visitation map
creation for speed in visitation graph creation and storage size of the visitation graph, since
shorter streamlines yield less events that need to be stored in the graph. Furthermore, the
visitation graph resolution is not necessarily the same as the resolution of ensemble members.
This provides a method for data reduction tailored to the task of creating visitation maps
for interactive exploration of ensembles potentially too big to store. See Section 3.4 for more
details on data reduction using visitation graphs.

3.2 Efficient Computation of Visitation Graphs
For each cell in the visitation graph connected to the considered start cell via an edge, a list
of steps and 3-tuples is created recording the occurrence of the events of interest. This is
done for each edge (ci, cj) by tracking how many streamlines starting in cell ci enter cell cj

at each step (+), leave cell cj at each step (-) and re-visited cell cj at each step (⟲). The last
entry is obtained by keeping track for each cell whether the considered streamline has already
entered cj or not. An illustration of visitation graph generation can be found in Figure 2.
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During visitation graph creation, the number of randomly seeded streamlines started in
each cell can be determined either based on the size of the cell (as done in [42]) or on the
estimated contribution to the final visitation graph. While the first option is straight forward,
the latter is achieved as follows: the number of cells nh that have been hit by any streamline
that was integrated from the considered start cell is determined and a size for streamline
bunches is set as parameter sb. Every time the integration of a bunch of streamlines is
completed, it is decided whether one more will be started or not using

nh

s
<

1.0
sb

. (2)

Where s is the total number of integrated streamlines from the considered start cell. If
expression 2 evaluates to false, the next bunch of streamlines is integrated, else the visitation
graph creation for the considered cell stops. This stop criterion can be interpreted as follows:
it is unlikely that a streamline from the upcoming bunch of streamlines passes by a cell that
was not passed before since the number of passed cells per integrated streamline is smaller
than one out of a bunch of streamlines.

Handling two ensemble members is independent. Hence, this calculation can be done in
situ. For every ensemble member, entries in the visitation graph are updated or added. While
the visitation graph can be built completely in situ, it does not have to. In case of ensemble
members occupying most of the available memory storage, it might be impossible to create
the whole visitation graph simultaneously. In this case, single members or even single cells
can be processed in situ and then be stored. In a post processing step all partial results are
combined to the final visitation graph. Depending on the available memory every possible
storing frequency in between “storing for each cell or member” and “storing once at the end”
can be used providing a tradeoff between postprocessing time and memory requirements.

3.3 Efficient Approximation of visitation maps from visitation graphs
Given an initial distribution of cells or a single start cell, visitation maps can be effectively
calculated from the visitation graph as follows.

Using the visitation graph consisting of M nodes, two different matrices can be generated
for every timepoint t ≤ T ′: The Flow Connection Matrix FC(t) as described in [42] and the
snapshot S(t). The Flow Connection Matrix is an M × M matrix given by the adjacency
matrix of the visitation graph where the weight of edge (ci, cj) is given by the probability
that a streamline starting in cell ci passes by cell cj before timepoint t. The entries are
calculated as the sum of the differences of first and third entry of the stored 3-tuples until t,
divided by the total number of integrated streamlines starting in ci. While the first entry
provides the information how many streamlines from ci have entered cj , the third entry
ensures that re-entering streamlines are not counted twice. Note that Xu et al. generated
the Flow Connection Matrix only for infinitely many streamline steps, thus our approach
constitutes a generalization of their graph structure.

Entry (ci, cj) of the M × M dimensional snapshot matrix S(t) specifies the probability
that particles starting in ci are in cj after integration time t. It is calculated as the sum of
the difference of first and second entry of the stored 3-tuples until t, divided by the total
number of streamlines starting in cj . Thus every time a streamline enters cj , the snapshot
entry increases by one and as the streamline leaves cj , the snapshot entry decreases by one.
This is done regardless of re-visiting. Examples for the calculation can be found in Figure 3.

Note that when generating Flow Connection or snapshot matrices from the visitation
graph, the total number of streamlines started in the considered initial cell is required.
Estimating the number of required streamlines, this number varies between cells. However, it
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is not necessary to store this number separately since every streamline is recorded as entering
at timepoint 0 in the start cell itself. Thus the total number of streamlines per start cell is
easily available in the visitation graph.

Having an integration length T ′ that is independent of the final visitation map length T ,
the desired visitation map might have more or less steps than have been integrated while
pre-processing. Being able to generate a visitation map based on streamlines shorter than
the final map provides a tradeoff between accuracy on one side and shorter pre-processing
time and storage savings on the other side. Hence two scenarios for visitation map creation
exist: Either T ≤ T ′ or T > T ′. If T ≤ T ′, the visitation map starting in cell ci is given by
the row representing ci in the Flow Connection Matrix. That is the exact visitation map
value V(cj) is given in entry (ci, cj) of FC(T ). Considering possibly multiple start cells with
a start distribution, a M -dimensional start vector v0 is created holding the start probability
for each start cell. This vector is then multiplied with FC(T ). Each entry of the resulting
vector represents one cell in the grid and holds the visitation map values. The resulting
visitation map gives the identical result as a traditional visitation map based on ad hoc
created streamlines advancing for time T . If, on the other hand the desired visitation map
length exceeds the number of pre-processing steps (T > T ′), the visitation map is not given
in the Flow Connection Matrix but needs to be “assembled” as follows from multiple FC(ti)
where

∑
i ti = T .

The law of total probability states that if ∪Bi = Ω is a countable partition of the entire
sample space, then for any event A it holds:

P (A) =
∑

i

(P (A | Bi)P (Bi) (3)

For clarity of notation let in the following S, A, and B be arbitrary cells in C. Considering
the partition consisting of events

AS
t := After time t, the considered streamline starting in cell S ends in cell A

for the fixed integration time in pre-processing T ′ the law of total probability gives

P (BS
T ) =

∑
A∈C

P (BS
T | AS

T ′)P (AS
T ′) (4)

Where the event BS
T is an event considering streamlines after time T > T ′, thus no

calculations for this event have been performed during pre-processing. To estimate P (BS
T ),

the conditional probability P (BS
T | AS

T ′) is approximated using P (BA
T −T ′) in equation 4.

So the probability that the considered streamline that starts in S ends in B after time T

while ending in A after time T ′ < T is approximated by the probability that a considered
streamline starting in A ends in B after T − T ′ steps (See Figure 4 for further explanation).
This gives

P (BS
T ) ≈

∑
A∈C

P (BA
T −T ′)P (AS

T ′). (5)

Since P (BA
T −T ′) considers an integration time strictly smaller than T , the considered number

of steps is potentially smaller than the number of pre-processing steps until time T ′ such
that pre-processed results are available. If however T − T ′ > T ′, the same approximation is
repeated until the integration time is smaller or equal to T ′.

This approximation in general overestimates P (BS
T | AS

T ′). Equality is only given if
P (AS

T ′) = 1 since then P (BA
T −T ′) is independent of the point in cell A reached by the

streamline from S in time T ′. Thus every approximation step will induce an error in the
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Figure 4 The probability of a streamline path cs � ci � cj in time T while in ci after T ′ is
approximated by the probability of the streamline path ci � cj in T − T ′. This leads in general to
overestimation since every streamline path cs � ci � cj is also a path ci � cj , but not all streamlines
from ci to cj pass by (or start in) cs before entering ci (f. ex the dashed streamline).

-0.05 0.05higher values in a)higher values in b)

a) b)b)

seed

Figure 5 Traditional visitation map a), approximated based on visitation graphs b) and difference
between both. T ′ = 50, T = 160. Nonzero entries of the start vectors vi are marked from black
to light grey for increasing i. After the first 50 (identical) steps, the approximated visitation
map is re-started from all cells containing particles at step 50 (marked in grey). Resulting in an
overestimation at the edges and an underestimation in the center. The colormap was chosen to
present positive and negative differences and is not intended for visitation map presentation.

resulting visitation map (cf. Figure 5). This theoretical result is implemented as follows: The
exact visitation map after time T ′ is calculated as described above using the start vector v0.
Having reached the maximal calculated step, a new start vector v1 = v0 · S(T ′) is calculated.
Using this new start vector holding the positions and probabilities for particles starting in the
considered start cell(s) under the considered start distribution after T ′ steps, the proceeding
visitation map is calculated using FC(T − T ′). The results are combined ensuring to not
have doubled results in nonzero entries of v1. This is repeated m times until T − mT ′ ≤ T ′.

Illustratively, the visitation map is followed as far as it was pre-computed, then new
visitation maps are started at the end incrementally until the desired number of steps is
reached.

While a smaller number of pre-processing steps induces errors in calculated visitation
maps, pre-processing time becomes shorter and storage requirements of the resulting visitation
graph become smaller. This tradeoff is illustrated by experiments in Section 4. Visitation
map creation on the other hand becomes more expensive the more snapshots and Flow
Connection Matrices are calculated, thus the calculation time for visitation maps from the
visitation graph decreases with increasing pre-processing integration time T ′. In general,
calculation times can be reduced using parallelization: Integrating streamlines from every
cell in the visitation graph to determine edges can be heavily parallelized since considering
different cells is completely independent. Provided ensemble members reside on different
nodes of a cluster, these members can be processed independently on their nodes. The final
visitation graph can then be assembled using the parallel reduction approach resulting in
logarithmic time savings. In an informal experiment, we observed nearly ideal speedup (7.96x
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for 8 CPUs) for streamline integration. The assembly of 10 partial results was executed
on 2 CPUs with a speedup of 1.2. In addition, the calculation of Flow Connection and
snapshot matrices for visitation map creation can be naturally parallelized for every entry in
the resulting matrix. While these matrices are potentially of very high rank, the fact that
entries of FC(t) and S(t) can be calculated independently can be used to generate only rows
that are required for the computation (that is the rows whose entries in the start vector
are nonzero) and save them in a sparse format. Especially for the first steps in visitation
map creation where the start vector contains only the chosen start cells, the number of
needed rows is very small compared to the total number of rows. If however the resulting
matrices become too large, a shorter visitation map or a coarser visitation graph need to be
considered.

3.4 Space Requirements and Data Reduction
Visitation graphs are an optimal way to store, and potentially reduce, data in order to
explore the data with visitation maps later on. The maximal storage requirements of the
visitation graph representation are determined by the ensemble resolution m × n and T ′. As
such, they are independent of the number of ensemble members. An upper bound for the
number of outgoing edges is m · n, which is far from being tight. In reality, the number of
outgoing edges is much smaller since it is impossible that every cell in the grid is passed by
streamlines from every other cell. Also edges are only possible between cells that can be
reached from another by a streamline of set length, thus only cells in a given, field dependent
radius around each cell can be connected. At most T ′ × 4 numbers need to be stored per
edge. This upper bound will not be reached in realistic examples and most of the information
stored for edges will contain far less than T ′ tuples (see Section 5). Thus, facing ensembles
with a high number of members compared to the number of cells per ensemble, the visitation
graph will save space without any additional data reduction. For other ensembles, multiple
options leading to data reduction are available:

Visitation graph resolution. The visitation graph resolution is independent of the original
resolution of the ensemble. Thus, a coarser resolution can be chosen. While a coarse visitation
graph contains only nodes corresponding to a coarser grid, it is based on streamlines that
are created based on the high resoluted ensemble. Carrying over the information from the
fine grid to the coarse one, coarse visitation graphs are superior to simple downsampling of
the grid. See experimental results in Section 4 for a comparison.

Timestep selection. Depending on the application, it is often not necessary to have access
to visitation maps for every possible timestep. To exploit this, the temporal resolution of
available visitation maps can be restricted. Defining a frequency F at which visitation maps
should be available, events don’t need to be stored for every timestep but for every frequency
cycle. All events occurring between two cycles are summed up in one entry, reducing storage
requirements since only every F − th entry is stored. This reduction approach does not affect
accuracy of visitation maps at available time steps.

Streamline length. Shorter streamline length at creation time of the visitation graph results
in a lower number of events and thus reduces the storage requirements of the visitation graph.
While it is still possible to generate longer visitation maps from the resulting visitation graph,
the accuracy is reduced after every integration time of T ′.
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Figure 6 Appearance of the same area considering different grid resolutions. Left: coarse
resolution, middle: no color compensation, right: color compensation. In every case the sum of the
probabilities over all cells is one and the distribution is equal.

Experiments on data reduction using visitation graphs as well as experiments on storage
requirements and their dependency on the number of ensemble members can be found in
Section 4. An application of data reduction can be found in Section 5.

3.5 Application to Visualization
As outcome of the previous results, visitation maps from arbitrary start points with arbitrary
initial distributions can be generated effectively from visitation graphs. This heavily contrasts
with traditional visitation maps generated in ad hoc manner from integrated streamlines.
They trigger a complete re-computation every time the start point is changed and considering
multiple start cells with a given distribution results in vast computational effort. In addition,
traditional streamline computation is always based on the whole ensemble, making this
visualization approach unfeasible for ensembles with too many members to store. In our
approach, to interactively create visitation maps from arbitrary start points, only the
visitation graph needs to be stored. There is no need to store single ensemble members.
Providing a tradeoff between storage requirement and accuracy, the visitation graph renders
the exploration of ensembles possible that are prohibitive to store due to their size. Provided
a visitation graph, two different modes for visitation map creation are available:
Standard mode: A single start point is selected. The visitation map of the desired length is

calculated or approximated depending on T ′.
Brush mode: Multiple start points following an initial distribution are given. The visitation

map is calculated for all start points at once. Different kernel functions are available as
possible start distributions, they are scaled such that the integral over all initial cells is
one.

While for regular grids the visualization of visitation maps (ad hoc or visitation graph
based) is a straight forward mapping of scalars to colors, additional challenges arise when
considering grids containing differing cell sizes or the same grid is evaluated in different
resolutions.

The probability that a streamline passes by a grid cell depends on the cell’s size. Since
the sum of the probabilities over all cells in an area remains constant independent of the
resolution, small cells obtain smaller probability values in the visitation map than bigger cells.
While from the mathematical point of view, this result is correct and intuitive, the resulting
visualization might be misleading. Areas with smaller cells might appear less likely to be
visited than coarser areas with the same probability. To handle this effect when plotting the
visitation map, a compensation for the cell size can be used. The probability value assigned
to each cell is multiplied by the size of the largest cell in the grid divided by the size of
considered cell. This yields an intuitive visualization, see Figure 6. However the plotted
values no longer represent the actual probabilities, so both visualization options are accessible
in our implementation.

To give an orientation in the explored vector field ensemble, visitation maps can be
combined with any other suitable static visualization as background. In the case of not
having stored single ensemble members, this is hardly possible with common techniques.
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Figure 7 Glyphs indicating the average direction of connected cells in the visitation graph.

To be still able to give an impression of the underlying field, we developed visualization
techniques based on the visitation graph, intended to support the visitation map visualization:
Glyph visualization: glyphs pointing towards the average direction of connected cells in the

Flow Connection Matrix weighted with their probability can be drawn. That is, for every
nonzero entry (ci, cj) in the Flow Connection Matrix, the midpoint of cell cj contributes
with weight FG(t)(ci, cj) to the direction the glyph in cell ci will point to. See Figure 7
for an example.

Degree visualization: In- and out- degree of each cell in the visitation graph is plotted using
different colors. Like this, areas with large variance and areas that are passed by many
different streamlines are visible, giving an orientation which areas might be interesting in
to explore. See Figure 14 for an example.

While exploration of vector field ensembles is the main purpose of our approach, it can
be employed to visualize random fields as well.

Given a probability space (Ω, F , P ), a random field of dimension d ∈ N is a family of
random variables {Y (x, ·)}x∈Rd . A trajectory in a random field can be defined analogously
to the certain case by an ordinary differential equation with a random field on the right hand
side, which makes the equation a random ordinary differential equation (RODE).

dXi(t, ω)
dt

= Yi(X(t, ω), t, ω) with t ≥ t0, ω ∈ Ω, i = 1 . . . d. (6)

RODEs can be solved using standard numerical approaches such as Runge-Kutta methods
or multi-step methods. Thus, instead of integrating streamlines in every ensemble member,
multiple streamlines are integrated using samples of the underlying random field.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the behavior of the system, different tests have been conducted on a standard
workstation PC. The implementation was done in Python. Unless otherwise noted, a 50 × 50
testing ensemble containing 50 members created from normal distributions with constant
µ = (1, 1) and varying correlation between -0.5 and 0.5 was considered for all tests in this
section. The cell size was uniform and T ′ was chosen as 60 while T = 100.

Figure 8 illustrates the tradeoffs resulting in the generation of the visitation graph: a
smaller number of streamline steps in pre-processing results in lower accuracy of the resulting
visitation maps while time for visitation graph creation and storage requirements drop.
Conversely, the longer the pre-processing integration time, the more accurate is the result
while pre-processing runtime and storage requirements increase. The runtime for visitation
map generation depends on T ′: With fewer timesteps stored in the graph, more calculations
have to be executed to obtain the visitation map approximation (cf. Section 3.3). Thus,
time needed for visitation map creation decreases with increasing accuracy. All runtimes
are measured on a purely serial execution of the code. As ground truth, the visitation
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Figure 8 Visitation graph tradeoffs: With increasing T ′, accuracy, storage requirements and
pre-processing time increase while the required time to create visitation maps decreases. The median
of nonzero errors is shown since low errors are far more common than high errors.
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Figure 9 The more members are considered, the more beneficial is our method. The difference in
runtime increases and already for very few ensemble members it outperforms the traditional ad-hoc
creation. Storage requirements for visitation graphs converge towards a fix maximal size. Visitation
graph creation grows linearly with the number of processed ensembles.

graph with infinite T ′ and corresponding visitation maps are considered. That is every
generated streamline is pursued until it either ends in a critical point or leaves the grid.
For less streamline steps, the ground truth visitation graph is pruned at the desired step to
avoid differences resulting from randomized streamline seeding. The mean squared error is
calculated per cell as the difference between traditional visitation map starting in this cell
and the visitation map generated from the visitation graph. As the number of pre-processing
steps reaches the number of steps taken in the visitation map, the error drops to zero. No
assembly is required and the exact visitation map is calculated.

In addition to the advantage of in situ pre-processing obviating the need to store every
ensemble member to be able to calculate visitation maps, Figure 9 illustrates that already
for a small number of ensemble members, the visitation map creation from the visitation
graph is faster than the ad hoc creation. The larger the ensemble, the more beneficial is
our method. This observation is strengthened when considering multiple start cells (cf.
Figure 10). To obtain accurate results for traditional visitation maps with multiple start
cells under a delocalized start distribution, even more realizations are necessary to achieve
adequate sampling.

To examine visitation graphs as an alternative to downsampling, we executed a further
experiment: Our approach using coarse visitation graphs to obtain visitation maps was
compared with the traditional approach to first sample down the data, then store it and
create visitation maps in the traditional way. All approaches result in visitation maps of the
same output resolution. A real-world and an analytical example were tested. The resolution
was reduced from 168 × 168 to 80 × 80 and 336 × 168 to 160 × 80 respectively. We compared:
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Our Method: A visitation graph of output resolution is calculated on high resoluted input
data. Using the visitation graph visitation maps are created.

Traditional: High resoluted input data is downsampled to output resolution. Visitation
maps are calculated in the traditional way.

Ground Truth (Test on analytical data): Exact streamlines in the analytical field are used
to create exact visitation maps of the given output resolution.

Ground Truth (Test on real-world data): Visitation maps are calculated in the traditional
way on high resoluted input data, the final visitation map is sampled in the given output
resolution.

Figure 11 holds the results for the real-world example. Because of the exact ground truth,
errors of our method in the analytical example were higher. While they reside in the same
range as the errors of the traditional approach, the maximal deviation only exceeds the one of
the traditional approach after T = 160. For T = 100 again the error is much smaller than the
one generated by traditional approximation. For T ∈ [110, 160] our method gives a similar
mean deviation and a smaller maximal deviation. So again our method outperforms the
traditional approach not even for T = T ′ but also for additionally approximated visitation
maps for T > T ′ up to a limit.

5 Results and Applications

In this section, results for real-world applications are given. While our contribution is
a new calculation method for visitation maps, using visitation maps for visualization is
well-established. Hence, this section aims more for giving details on applications of our
method than on illustrating usefulness of visitation maps in general. The following datasets
were used:
Industrial Stirring: Mixing in a stirring apparatus was simulated for 20 slightly differing

viscosities resulting in a 2D flow field ensemble of size 168 × 168. The device consists of
two counter-rotating pairs of mixing rods that stir a medium in a cylindrical tank.

Convection: Flow around a hot pole was simulated for 30 slightly perturbed initial velocity
conditions at the bottom of the domain. The resulting 2D flow field ensemble is of size
128 × 256. Material at rest is heated around the pole, begins to rise, and forms a plume.

Cavity Flow: Laminar, in-compressible flow in a two-dimensional square domain where one
border is moving with 1 m

s was simulated. The Reynolds number of the simulated liquid
is increased by one between each member generation, resulting in 1990 ensemble members
with Reynolds numbers between 10 and 2000. The resolution is 1000 × 1000.
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Figure 10 The creation time of visitation maps starting in multiple start cells. Visitation maps
are faster generated from visitation graphs. The difference becomes larger with increasing number
of start cells. In pre-processing, streamlines of 60 steps were calculated. Thus to calculate visitation
maps with 100 and 140 steps, two resp. three calculation steps are needed. Intervals requiring the
same number of steps result in similar generation times.
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Figure 11 Visitation graphs are an optimal way to reduce data resolution and generate visitation
maps afterwards: T ′ = 100, thus for a visitation map length of 100, our method equals the ground
truth. Also for higher T > T ′, our method outperforms the traditional approach. The increase in
the error of our method at a visitation map length of 220 is to be expected every time T is increase
d by T ′. The error of the traditional method is higher and varies more.

Figure 12 Results for T ′ = 25 (center) and T ′ = 50 (right) are compared with the ground truth
(left). The approximation start after 25 and 50 steps respectively is clearly visible.

In all ensembles a fixed timepoint was investigated using visitation maps based on a visitation
graph.

Industrial Stirring simulation. This example illustrates the approximation of visitation
maps using visitation graphs based on shorter streamlines and different choices for T ′.
Two pre-processing integration times were used. Serial runtime for T ′ = 50 with about 40
minutes per member is significantly higher than runtime for T ′ = 25 (about 20 minutes).
The number of realizations was estimated for the latter execution. Based on a bunch size of
10, cells with very small vectors, especially the ones where no data exists, were start point for
much less streamlines than in the non-automated calculation with 100 realizations for every
cell. An exploratory visualization of the stirring simulation is given in Figure 1. Combining
multiple start points with glyph visualization or streamline visualization of multiple members
gives an overall impression. Additional initial points can be selected interactively. Like this,
interesting regions, for example the flow behavior around the mixing rods can be examined
easily by starting visitation maps close to them. With a pre-processing streamline length of
50, visitation maps of length 100 were generated. In Figure 12, visitation maps for T ′ = 25
and T ′ = 50 are compared. The error induced after the first approximation step is clear to
see. Still, the tradeoff between pre-processing time and accuracy is profitable for exploration.
The early approximated visitation maps are as useful as the ones based on T ′ = 50. In
addition, the storage requirement of the visitation graph drops from 380MB to 118MB.
Compared to the original ensemble size is 4.5MB, this is an increase. Yet, this example does
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Figure 13 Convection simulation: Seeding multiple start cells around the pole (green circle)
gives a first impression (a). Areas of interest are then explored using multiple single start cells
(b-d). Visitation map length from b) to d) is 300,200,100. On the right, traditional visitation maps
generated from 10.000 streamlines are given. For T = T ′ differences result from the different number
of streamlines. For T > T , the required approximation steps blur the result.

not aim on reduction of the data size. With 20 members of size 168 × 168, the number of
ensemble members is not large compared to the number of cells. The average numbers of
edges are 163.4 and 72.0 for T ′ = 25, 50 respectively, confirming that in real world examples
the upper bound of m × n = 28, 224 is vastly overestimating the number of outgoing edges.
The average number of stored 4-tuples per edge is 10.3 and 7.3 respectively which is again
much smaller than the upper bound of T ′ in both cases.

Convection simulation. In this example we illustrate interactive exploration possibilities
using visitation maps that are based on visitation graphs. A visitation graph with T ′ = 100
was generated for a single timestep of the convection simulation (Figure 13). Having detected
the area of turbulent behavior using seeds around the pole, it can be explored by interactively
adding multiple start points. Figures 13 a) and b) to d) show this process using different
visitation map lengths; for orientation the average velocity over all ensemble members is
given in the background. Processing one member took 145 minutes. Again, the upper bound
of m × n = 32, 768 outgoing edges per cell is much higher than the real number which is 18.8
on average. 14.8 timesteps are stored per edge on average which is again much less than the
upper bound T ′ = 100. This results in raw data of 72.8MB compared to original data size of
5.9MB. While our approach is not able to reduce the data in this case with a relatively low
number of ensemble members, the speedup in visitation map creation is still given.

Cavity Flow. This example illustrates the data reduction abilities of visitation graphs. On
the cavity flow dataset with a high number of members, a data-reducing visitation graph of
resolution 100 × 100 was created with a timestep-storing frequency of 10 and T ′=20. While
creating visitation maps based on the original resolution might be impossible, the resulting
visitation graph is able to retain information from the original resolution and still reduce the
data. With 8 cores and a speedup factor close to 8, the calculation time of the visitation
graph is about 140sec per member for T ′ = 20 and 100 streamlines per cell. Instead of the
30.2GB large ensemble, the visitation graph with 43.7MB can be stored and used to create
visitation maps. On average, 131.67 outgoing edges were stored per cell and on each edge
on average 1.15 timesteps (this number is reduced due to the chosen storing frequency).
In Figure 14, an example for incremental exploration of the field with degree visualization
background is given. Visitation maps generated from visitation graphs and in the traditional
way are compared and a visitation map for the fine resolution is given.
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6 Discussion and Conclusion

Vector field ensembles can be explored in an intuitive way using visitation maps. Traditional
ad hoc calculation of visitation maps requires every ensemble member to be stored and
sampled. Thus it can not be applied to ensembles that have a large number of members. In
addition, every change of the seed point (or initial distribution) requires a full re-computation
of the visitation map. And an initial distribution that is not strongly localized, results in even
more time expensive computation. Visitation graphs provide solutions to these problems by
isolating the sampling in in situ pre-processing while allowing the computation of visitation
maps in an interactive fashion also for large ensembles and delocalized initial distributions.
Costly calculation time is shifted to in situ pre-processing.

While the speed up of visitation map generation is present already for small ensembles,
our method provides substantial advantages for ensembles with many members. For these
ensembles, storage savings can be accomplished and visitation map generation speed up is
quite significant. Multiple additional storage saving techniques are available for visitation
graphs, allowing in-situ data reduction that is superior to other approaches with respect to
visitation map creation.

The visitation graph stores information about all events of all generated streamline
samples. Depending on spatial resolution, storage requirements can still be significant. A
possible aggregation of the data in addition to a set storing frequency is part of our future
work. Furthermore, parallelization (potentially on GPUs) can provide dramatically better
runtimes for visitation graph generation and will be further examined in future work. Further
potential for runtime reduction lies in re-using of generated streamlines during visitation
graph generation.

Representing vector field ensembles as their corresponding visitation graphs offers a
plethora of opportunities. Graph algorithms and clustering could be applied (e.g. in
similarity to [38]), to exploit all strengths of this representation. Considering multiple time-
steps of time dependent fields, results could be compared by comparing the visitation graphs,
and missing time-steps could be interpolated on the graph level. Further investigations in
these very promising areas are planned. Concerning visualization, different techniques could
be applied to present the calculated visitation map such as isocontours or using transparency.

Figure 14 The cavity flow simulation. Left: Interactive exploration of the huge ensemble is
possible. In the background, in- and out-degree of the cells is plotted in red and green respectively,
indicating interesting areas. Seeding multiple start cells, the swirl in the data can be easily discovered
and isolated. Right: Visitation maps from the same point, created with different approaches: a) our
approach (0.06 sec) b) traditional based on the original ensemble (ground truth) (129,21 sec), c)
traditional with original resolution (19,322.96 sec).
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Finally, generalization of visitation graphs to 3D random fields will be part of our future
work. While the basic technique of visitation graphs can be transferred quite naturally to 3D,
the increasing number of grid cells will be the main challenge. The data reduction techniques
presented in this paper seem to be promising to deal with this challenge. In addition, a link
between visitation graphs and graphs used for 3D space partitioning is an exciting research
topic we are going to examine. Furthermore the generalization of visitation maps to 3D
requires an evaluation of existing 3D scalar field visualization techniques for this special
purpose.
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